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Social trading

Trade alerts

Trading pools

StreamFolio - a native iOS and Android application only for Streamex users.

Gamification and Leaderboards

High-frequency matching engine

Advanced chart layout

Reliable support including online chat

Fiat to crypto trading, deposits, and withdrawals

Streamex.io is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that bridges the gap between 

novice traders and trading experts by introducing features guaranteed to entice user 

acquisition and retention. The Streamex main features include:

Current crypto-exchange platforms offer little to no groundbreaking features and 

rarely does a platform entice the market with new functionalities. Streamex changes 

that. Streamex launches an ICO to include the world in an opportunity to implement 

substantial changes to the crypto-exchange market. 
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Crypto exchanges are rapidly increasing in number, volume, and capacity on a 

continued basis. While each platform offers varied benefits, they collectively fail to 

include a community trading aspect which will attract and address the needs of a 

broader range of traders. 

While the crypto-asset class seasons and institutional demand builds, our goal is to 

capitalize on the opportunity to include gamification, leaderboards, trade alerts, and 

trading pools while offering a seamless UX for mass adoption.

Currently, in the crypto exchange ecosystem, there are 63 platforms offering fiat to 

crypto and 61 pure crypto to crypto exchanges. On average, the 24-hour trading 

volume of exchanges offering only cryptocurrencies has been of about $4.7 billion, 

while that of those offering fiat was of $2 billion. 

A recent survey conducted by Blockchain Capital reveals that 30% of people aged 18-

to-34 would rather invest $1,000 in Bitcoin than $1,000 in government stocks or 

bonds. The same study goes on to state that 42% of millennials have heard about 

Bitcoin, compared with 15% awareness among those aged 65 and up. 

As governments around the world lay the foundation for regulation, exchanges should 

be prepared for a mass influx of users with diverse demands. 

1

2

"CryptoCompare October 2018 Exchange Review - BitMEX Blog." 31 Oct. 2018, https://blog.bitmex.com/wp-content/
uploads/2018/11/cryptocompare_exchange_review_october_2018.pdf. Accessed 11 Dec. 2018.

"CCCAGG Exchange Review - CryptoCompare.com." 31 Oct. 2018, https://www.cryptocompare.com/media/34836036/
cryptocompare_exchange_review_october_2018.pdf. Accessed 19 Nov. 2018.

2.

1.
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33% 21% 18%

ineffective 
exchange support 

teams

platform’s poor 
interfaces

 high withdrawal 
fees

a

36%40% 37%

high trading feesconcern regarding 
security

lack of liquidity 

Streamex’s internal research outlines the most significant issues in current exchanges 

on the market:

!!

Cryptocurrency trading platforms by design store a large amount of valuable assets 

and will continue to be an unavoidably target of hacks. Repetitive hacks on the Mt.Gox 

platform resulted in a loss of 650k Bitcoin - at the time valued at USD 473M.  40% of 

surveyed traders list platform security as a significant issue.

Subpar response times from exchange support teams on issues like account suspension, 2fa issues, withdraw and 
deposit information, and missing funds while trading is an issue.

"The History of the Mt Gox Hack: Bitcoin's Biggest Heist - Blockonomi." https://blockonomi.com/mt-gox-hack/. 
Accessed 19 Nov. 2018.

a.

3. 

3
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Slow customer service support can cause an array of detrimental fiscal consequences 

within the crypto-exchange industry. 33% of traders reported issues due to slow 

response times from exchange support teams on topics including account 

suspension, two factor authentication, withdraw and deposit information, and 

missing funds while trading.

Exchanges generally do not support fiat currencies such as USD, EUR, KRW due to 

improper regulatory compliance. 29% of traders desire expedited fiat withdrawals 

directly to their bank accounts.

Low liquidity and slow order fulfillment causes ‘slippage’ which can cost transaction 

large orders upwards of 10% of the order value. Additional factors keep traders from 

trading in real-time, including rate-limited trading APIs, deferred transaction 

confirmation, and slow order book updates. 36% of our surveyed traders mention lack 

of liquidity as a major concern.

Crypto exchanges are notorious for having poor usability and interfaces overwrought 

with complexity. 21% of traders believe that current platforms are not user-friendly 

and have poor interfaces.
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Platforms that failed to follow proper Anti Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your 

Customer (KYC) guidelines run a risk of abrupt government shutdowns. Studies show 

that 68% of crypto exchanges and wallets operating in the US and Europe fail to 

conduct proper identity checks before allowing traders to open a wallet.  These fast 

but faulty onboarding processes accelerate the user adoption rate but leave 

cryptocurrency exchanges open for federal regulators to halt exchanges. Random 

shutdowns bring trading to a halt, leaving traders to lose vast amounts of 

investments. 

Current crypto-exchanges lack specialized and advanced trading tools and features 

such as stop-loss, trailing stop-loss, etc. Streamex is the first crypto-exchange to 

offer trade from chart tools, amongst over 100 top trading tools including:

Fibonacci

MACD

RSI trade signals

Time Series Forecast

"Cryptocurrency Identity Crisis: Digital ID Verification for KYC and AML." https://www.miteksystems.co.uk/resources/.            
cryptocurrency-paid-strategies. Accessed 19 Nov. 2018.

4.

4

TRIX

Swing Index

STARC Bands

Ichimoku Clouds
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Streamex’s features directly address the needs of current traders. 

As the first trader-focused crypto exchange, Streamex will allow USD and EUR deposit 

withdrawals from the first day of operation.

An integral part of Streamex is the usability experience. For us, design is not an 

afterthought. Our design team are leaders of major media agencies, and have 

designed seamless interfaces for major B2C corporate companies. There is a palpable 

difference in our UX/UI. 

Each member has the option to create a full profile page which includes information 

detailing their trading performance, including:

Profit/Loss

Trade volumes

Trading history

Location

Account level, etc.

Members can follow other traders through social profiles, and send tips, pay to see 

top portfolios and trades, or pay to receive trade alerts from top traders. Traders 

looking for a secondary stream of income are able to set a price for portfolio insight 

and trades with a cap at $50/month pegged in Streamex Token (STE.) 
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RadX123 is a successful trader with 50,000 Twitter followers. RadX123 sends out a 

tweet to her 50,000 followers informing them that they can follow her trades on 

Streamex. She sets up a price of $5 for portfolio insight and $10 for trades and 

trading alerts. 1,000 of her followers decide to follow her trading profile on Streamex, 

paying a $15 monthly fee for access to her portfolio insight, trades, and trading alerts. 

Note: As a completely elective feature, sharing information can be turned on or off. 

The sharer’s portfolio is shown only in percentage, not in actual values for privacy’s 

sake.

RadX123 earns an extra 1000 x $15/month = $15,000/
month in STE tokens for sharing her account and trades.

Novice traders can follow seasoned traders and receive helpful trade alerts directly to 

their Streamex accounts. These notifications take the form of email, account 

notifications, or push notifications to the mobile application. Streamex users may 

follow the prompts within the alert to copy the trade, with an option to modify values 

of price and volume. This quick update keeps traders knowledgeable about popular 

trades while driving overall usage of the platform. 
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Owen7885

Follow
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See Trades

Follow

30d • -14% 180d • -14% 180d • -4% All time • -4%7d • +18%24h • +12%P/L:

Followers Trading Volume Active Pool Closed Pools

Timothy9

See Trades

Follow

30d • -7% 180d • +7% 180d • +5% All time • +22%7d • +18%24h • +14%P/L:

Followers Trading Volume Active Pools Closed Pools

Gilbert22

See Trades

Follow

30d • -5% 180d • +10% 180d • +14% All time • +20%7d • +18%24h • +33%P/L:

Followers Trading Volume Active Pools Closed Pools

Lloyd44

#1

#2

#3

#4

Streamex will have a social trading hall of fame, ranking the best traders on the 

exchange in regards to time frames, volumes, P/L, etc. Top traders are easily found 

via leaderboards, which prompts new traders to follow the league experts and receive 

alerts about their expert trades. Our goal is to create a league of master traders, 

which drive more users to follow them. The Master Traders will preempt the network 

effect, attracting fringe users and increasing the value of the platform as the number 

of users increases. The league of master traders can enjoy an additional stream of 

income, prizes, and of course, bragging rights as they ascend the ranks of the 

leaderboard. Streamex will allocate unique quarterly and yearly rewards for the best 

traders and the traders with the most followers. 
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Following the idea of ICO presale investing pools, Streamex will employ a similar 

setup. Any verified trader on Streamex can create a trading pool where other traders 

can invest in by buying pool shares. There are specific guidelines for the trading pools, 

e.g., locking the funds’ access by anyone besides the Pool Creator setting a time 

frame which the pool expires. The pool creator then uses these funds to trade. The 

funds are released according to the time frame es tablished in the particular 

guidelines. 

Time period Starts / EndsPool size Creator profit Members

Owen’s Trading Pool

Join Pool

Starts in 2 days

Time period Starts / EndsPool size Creator profit Members

Quick Pool

Join Pool

Starts in 5 days
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The pool creator must invest 1/10 of the funds in the pool.

This level will decrease until a maximum of 1/30 as the member earns a higher 

ranking. 

For example, to create and run a pool that has collected 50BTC, the Pool Creator 

must deposit 5BTC of his own money into the pool.

Pool Creator determines the window of time to collect pool funds - up to 30 days 

maximum.

The creation of the trade pool will be charged symbolically in Streamex (STE) 

tokens.

Price per 1 share is determined by the Pool Creator - i.e., 0.01BTC per share

Pool Creator must be KYC verified

All pool members must be KYC verified

up to 500 BTC valueup to 10 BTC value up to 100 BTC valueup to 50 BTC value

Pool collecting balance will be divided into tiers:
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The Pool Creator will be able to invest max 30% of pool funds into single token

The Pool Creator selects his profit share (5-30%). This action is done publicly and 

is visible by all pool members during the initial pool set-up.

The Pool Creator’s balance depends upon various aspects, including their trading 

performance on Streamex, amount of followers, trading volume, account age, 

activity levels, amongst other factors.

Traders with a basic account will be able to create a SILVER pool and collect 10 

BTC from other traders

Entering the pool can be done by any coin or token listed on Streamex. These 

assets automatically convert to BTC.

A trading pool can be open for 10 days, 30 days, 180 days and 360 days. 

After pool generation event every participant will gain insight in real time of the 

P/L, but not in the specific trades of the Pool Creator, as to not disturb or 

influence the decisions of the Pool Creator.

It is not possible to exit a live pool. Pool Participants may only exit once the pool 

expires or is terminated by the Pool Creator.

When the pool expires or is terminated by Pool Creator, all funds plus profits are 

automatically distributed to the community pool participants.
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A Trader creates a new pool with a limit of 10BTC, time span 30 days with a 20% 

profit share

After 30 days, the total pool profit is 50%

There is 15BTC in the pool, 5BTC is pool profit

20% out of 5BTC goes to pool creator = 1BTC, while 4BTC are divided between 

participating members according to their investment shares.

5% of the Pool Creator profits are paid to Streamex. 

5% out of 1BTC = 0.05BTC

Example1:

Initial investment plus profit or initial investment minus loss, dependent upon 

overall pool performance

The Streamex platform will charge a fee (5%) only from the profit made by the 

Pool Creator.

Community Pool Participants may exit in BTC or STE.

Exits in BTC carry a fee of 0.5% of the trader’s profits

Exits in STE tokens are free.
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Pool size 50BTC - 30 days - creator profit 25% - 1 share = 0.05BTC

Pool creator invested 1/10 = 5BTC 

Investor 1 invested 25BTC = 500shares

Investor 2 invested 5BTC = 100shares

Investor 3 invested 15BTC = 300shares

After 30 days total pool profit is 20% = 10BTC

25% out of 10BTC goes to pool creator = 2.5BTC

7.5BTC is divided between 3 investors - final share value is 0.059375

Investor 1 gets back to his wallet - 500 * 0.059375 = 29.6875BTC (4.6875BTC 

profit) 18.75%

Investor 2 gets back to her wallet - 100 * 0.059375 = 5.9375BTC (0.9375BTC profit) 

18.75%

Investor 3 gets back to his wallet - 300 * 0.059375 = 17.8125BTC (2.8125BTC profit) 

18.75%

Pool creator pays 5% fee to the platform - 0.125BTC fee

Example2:

Member Investment Shares

John Doe 25 BTC 250

Anonymous 5 BTC 100

Time period Starts / EndsPool size Creator profit

Owen’s Trading Pool

Starts in 2 days
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StreamFolio is the native iOS and Android application exclusively for Streamex users. 

StreamFolio provides simplified, modern, and fast insight into the Streamex account. 

After users sync the StreamFolio app with their main Streamex account, they will 

enjoy valuable updates, alerts about trades, open/closed orders, etc - all synchronized 

in real time. There will be no need to enter each trade manually. 

Users will be charged a small monthly fee to use the StreamFolio app, $0.5/month 

payable in STE tokens. Users may select which type of alerts they want to receive as 

push notifications on their mobile app, including price change for any currency or 

token, login notifications to the trader’s account, any order filling in the trader’s 

account, etc. StreamFolio will require just one login after the first sync with the 

Streamex account. To maintain the highest level of security, users are still required to 

login to the native Streamex web app to make and cancel trades, withdraw, etc.
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To sync the main Streamex account with StreamFolio trade-viewer, users must open 

their account on their PC or laptop, and navigate to Account Settings. 

Select “Sync Account with StreamFolio.” 

A unique QR code will be generated

Use the StreamFolio mobile app to scan the unique QR code

Set up is complete

Our matching engine is capable of processing orders in 0.15-0.18μs, (5,500,000 - 

6,600,000 orders/second,) making Streamex the fastest exchange in the market 

today, with the potential to scale rapidly due cloud scalability.

Created by seasoned traders and technologist, speed and security are our highest 

priorities. Our core order matching engine is comprised of microservices, including 

frontend, API backend, order matching system, and job/message queue services 

deployed with Docker and Kubernetes to achieve high availability and high scalability. 

Streamex has reduced points of failure and ensures limited downtime for appropriate 

system updates. 

Streamex has unique chart layout options that include the ability to open multiple 

charts in the same browser.
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One of our core goals is to provide consistently excellent customer assistance, and we 

will provide online customer service 24 hours a day, 7 days per week. In any event that 

users encounter issues or need assistance, our customer success specialists may be 

reached via the Streamex online chat or by support ticketing system. We guarantee a 

24 hour response rate.

Streamex.io leverages the collective knowledge from previous exchanges, hacks, and 

security issues to create a secure product out of the box. 

Streamex follows the ISO27001 security banking standard, one of the highest grades 

of security possible today. ISO 27001 (formally known as ISO/IEC 27001:2005) is a 

specification for an information security management system (ISMS). An ISMS is a 

framework of policies and procedures that includes all legal, physical and technical 

controls involved in an organisation's information risk management processes. ISO 

27001 was developed to "provide a model for establishing, implementing, operating, 

monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and improving an information security 

management system."

ISO 27001 uses a top down, risk-based approach and is technology-neutral. The 

specification defines a six-part planning process:

Define a security policy.

Define the scope of the ISMS.

Conduct a risk assessment.

Manage identified risks.

Prepare a statement of applicability.

Select control objectives and controls to 

be implemented.
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5. 

The specification includes details for documentation, management responsibility, 

internal audits, continual improvement, and corrective and preventive action. The 

standard requires cooperation among all sections of an organisation.5

”What is ISO 27001? - Definition from WhatIs.com." https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/ISO-27001. Accessed 27 
Nov. 2018.

Every crypto asset deposited with Streamex will be stored in an offline multi-sig 

wallet. The highly secured hot wallet can hold up to 20% of funds if needed - ensuring 

that 80-98% of assets are stored offline. This Deposit, Hot, Warm & Cold Wallet 

system allows for a faster user deposit/withdrawal experience, sharply decreases 

latency issues, while ensuring high-security standards for the crypto assets.

Streamex.io remains at the preemptive edge of addressing security issues. Streamex 

will employ security experts and freelance hackers to audit the code continuously. The 

site will be pen-tested by leaders in IT security and freelancer hackers. We offer 

substantial rewards in the rare event that any security issues arise.

Streamex will enforce bank-level KYC processes to comply with AML laws. Proper 

identity documents and address verification will be performed as well as cross-

checking users names on various money laundering lists. This preemptive process  

ensures that Streamex will not suffer random shut-downs like current crypto-

exchanges on the market. Streamex provides speedy identity authentication services, 

usually completed within 24 hours of customer submission by outsourcing this 

function to a reputable and fast KYC provider. Verification will be complete in less 

than a minute per user. In rare cases that require manual follow-ups, verification 

could take up to 48 hours to complete.  
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During the onboarding process of new users, Streamex will rigorously follow rules set 

by the regulators and adhere to KYC/AML market practices which demand screening 

against all major regulatory, law enforcement and sanction lists (Interpol, OFAC, UN, 

EU, UKHMT, etc) along with individual single country listings. 

Bribery and Corruption

Hostage Taking

Kidnapping

Piracy

Counterfeiting and Piracy of 

Product  

Human Trafficking and other 

Human Rights Abuse 

Organized Crime  

Currency Counterfeiting  

Migrant Smuggling  

Slave Labor 

Securities Fraud  

Extortion  

Sexual Exploitation of Children  

Money Laundering  

Illicit Trafficking in Stolen and 

Other Goods  

Racketeering  

Cybercrime  

Hacking  

Phishing  

Insider Trading and Market 

Manipulation  

Robbery  

Environmental Crimes  

Terror Financing  

Fraud  

Embezzlement  

Theft  

Cheating  

Pharmaceutical Product Trafficking  
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”EU: 5th EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive published." 16 Jul. 2018, https://globalcompliancenews.com/eu-5th-anti-
money-laundering-directive-published-20180716/. Accessed 7 Dec. 2018.

"FACT SHEET for Section 312 of the USA PATRIOT Act ... - FinCEN.gov." https://www.fincen.gov/fact-sheet-section-312-
usa-patriot-act-final-regulation-and-notice-proposed-rulemaking. Accessed 7 Dec. 2018.

"politically exposed persons - World Bank Group." http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTSARI/Resources/
5570284-1257172052492/PEPs-ful.pdf?resourceurlname=PEPs-ful.pdf. Accessed 7 Dec. 2018.

"FATF Guidance: Politically Exposed Persons - Documents - Financial ...."http://www.fatf-gafi.org/documents/
documents/peps-r12-r22.html. Accessed 7 Dec. 2018.

"Wolfsberg Guidance on Politically Exposed Persons." https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/
pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/4.%20Wolfsberg-Guidance-on-PEPs-May-2017.pdf. Accessed 7 Dec. 2018.

7.

8.

9.

10.

6.

Streamex will also perform screening of politically exposed persons, (PEP) based on 

the definition provided by Financial Action Task Force (FATF)  and expanded 

definitions by the Wolfsberg Group,  the European Union Money Laundering  

6

7

Directive,  USA PATRIOT Act,  and the World Bank,  as well as country-specific PEP 

definitions. Additionally, Streamex team will perform an ongoing screening of existing 

customer list annually. 

8 9 10

Falsifying Information on Official 

Documents  

Narcotics and Arms Trafficking  

Smuggling  

Price Fixing  

Illegal Cartel Formation  

Antitrust Violations  

Terrorism  

Illegal Distribution  

Illegal Production  

Banned/Fake Medicines  

War Crimes  

Tax Evasion  

Tax Fraud

Forgery   
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Streamex.io will provide cross-platform trading clients for:

Web-based trading client

Android native client

iOS native client 

Chinese

Japanese

Korean

English

French

German

Spanish

Portuguese

Russian

Arabic

To create a diverse community and empower traders from all over the world, 

Streamex.io supports the following languages:

BTC market

ETH market

STE market

USDT market

USD (fiat)

EUR (fiat)
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Maker 0% fee

Taker 0% fee

Maker 0.08% (0.04% 

if paid with STE)

Taker 0.12% (0.06% 

if paid with STE)

While utilizing STE, users enjoy a 50% discount on trades through Streamex coin on 

BTC/ETH/USDT market and a 100% discount on trades through Streamex coin on the 

STE market.

All transactions on the platform will be carried out with the Streamex Token (STE). 

STE will run natively on the Ethereum blockchain with an ERC 20 token. A strict limit 

of 500MM STE will be created, never to be increased. 

Followers can use STE for the following functions:

Pay for trading alerts to traders and other p2p interactions

Portfolio insight

A Trader may give tips to his followers in STE

Pay the StreamFolio monthly subscription

Community trading

Voting
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The ICO will be done in BTC and ETH, on multiple platforms around the world.

Team

Marketing

Advisors

Airdrop

Daily operations

Offered for sale 

300,000,000 - offered for sale

75,000,000 - Team - Locked 12 months

25,000,000 - Advisors - Locked 6 months

25,000,000 - Marketing

25,000,000 - Airdrop

50,000,000 - Inventory for daily operations, liquidity, market making, etc.
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50%

Marketing, building 
user base

10%

Liquidity, 
Market Making

35%

Development

5%

Legal Expenses

25% of exchange profits will be used to buy back STE tokens and then those tokens 

will be burned. This process will occur quarterly until 200,000,000 STE tokens are left 

in the market.

Streamex will generate revenue from the following sources:

Exchange fees

Withdrawal fees

New coin listing fees - After a grueling process of authenticating a coin, Streamex 

will charge a listing fee per each coin.

StreamFolio subscription fee - $0.50 per month per user

Pool trading fees

Other fees 
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Requirement gathering and 
analysis 

Core team formation 

Planning of exchange 
development and making a 
Specification document 

Market research

Preparing a System Design 
Specification document

Creating wireframes 

Wallet Management System 
development 

Trade Engine development 

Exchange features development 

Security and Authentication 
System development 

External APIs integration 

Order matching engine 
development 

UX / UI development 

Implementation / Admin panel 

Implementation / Front-end 

Feasibility Study 

System testing 

Security testing by external teams 

Private Sale/Pre-sale

Exchange Private BETA test launch 

Taking survey from existing users 

Creating a backlog list of features 
proposed by existing users 

Social accounts integration 

Pool trading integration 

Implementation of additional 
features (cleaning backlog) 

Exchange private BETA including 
social & pool trading 

Security testing 
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Margin trading development

Margin trading launch

Mobile versions development

Marketing and partnerships with 
traders

STE Token Distribution 

Marketing and promotion

Fiat Gateway integration

DONE
in progress

2017 showed that the general public is interested in trading cryptocurrencies, but the 

barriers to entry are too high to entice the general public. Streamex aims to disrupt 

the crypto-trading industry by creating a superior product with the wishes of crypto-

traders in mind. By gamifying usage, and offering the first leaderboard scoring 

system for traders, and introducing a community trading framework, StreamFolio 

entices casual users and inexperienced traders to dive into crypto trading while 

creating a second stream of income for master traders. 
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Aleksander is an experienced team leader with a deep technical 

knowledge. In the past, he worked as a senior developer and CTO of 

several companies. His teams created several successful projects 

from the ground up as well as integrating and optimizing application 

logic on ventures including Tomoson, Giveaway Service, StudentBox, 

and Rowers. Aleksander loves to work on interesting projects with 

up-to-date technologies and writing smart and reusable code. He 

brings measurable experience scheduling and delivering complex 

projects simultaneously, high-quality, well-planned and structured 

Founder and CEO of Streamex, Vedran is a Strong business 

development professional focused in Data Modeling/Warehousing 

and Database Administration from Algebra University College. From 

his extensive experience at Oracle and Tmobile, amongst other tech 

giants, Vedran brings over 15 years of database experience with 

Oracle Database Administration, Oracle Application Development 

Framework (ADF), Oracle Certified Professional Certificate(OCP) and 

Data Migration.

After a decade as an experienced trader and dealer, Viktor joins 

Streamex as COO. He holds a Master in Economics and demonstrates 

a strong proficiency in trading in local and international forex 

markets. Viktor brings first-hand trading expertise and in-depth 

market analysis to the team.
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Ivan is a KYC and Compliance expert, previously working at Thomson 

Reuters as FX/FI/Risk for Treasury and Corporate Products, managing 

the portfolios of Eikon, FXT, D3000, AML, and compliance products. He 

decided to deep dive into the new financial model and industry. He 

now provides top-notch KYC services at Refinitiv for leading crypto-

exchanges including Binance, various multinational banks, and 

integrated conglomerates.

Operating as Security Consultant for Streamex, Alexander specializes 

in Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR). He previously 

advised startups, banks, central banks, telecoms, and government 

organizations on cybersecurity. With over 12 years of experience 

working at HP and Microsoft and as an author and speaker, 

Alexander brings top-level security knowledge to Streamex.

As Lead Designer of Streamex, Goran brings over 10 years of rich 

experience with interactive design. Notable clients include Google, 

Toshiba, 20th Century Fox, Coca-Cola, Yahoo, eBay Motors and many 

others. With a native user-centric view and steep knowledge in art 

direction, product design, user experience, and interface design, 

Goran uses his depth of knowledge as design director to strategize 

and launch a user-friendly platform for Streamex.

code, perfection in app logic and system design while ensuring the 

highest possible standard of work.
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With bylines at notable tech and lifestyle journals including Lifehack, 

Entrepreneur, Forbes, and Chamber of Commerce.org, Matei joins 

Streamex as Branding Expert. Matei provides unparalleled one-stop 

marketing solutions that grow businesses by gaining recognition and 

global acceptance through media coverage, SEO, and influencer 

marketing. 
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